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Nation

by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

Award presented: One of
the Albert Lasker Medical Research
Awards was given to Etienne-Emile
Baulieu of France for drug RU 486
Wednesday. The scientist nad
developed a controversial French
abortion pill that has been criticized
by anti-abortion activists. Drug RU
486 prevents a fertilized egg from
developing into pregnancy.
Although IS percent of abortions
Krformed in France utilize this drug,
e United States has not approved it.

What began as just a thought last
spring becomes reality Saturday night
at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
At 7:30 p.m. the Akron Zips and the
Bowling Green Falcons kick off under
360,000 watts of electrical lighting provided by the Musco Mobile Lighting
Company of Oskaloosa, Iowa.
University Athletic Director Jack
Gregory said the idea started to gel
after a call from University President
Paul Olscamp's office last March.
"President Olscamp asked me one
day what I thought of a night game," he
said. "We (athletic department) had
been thinking about it ourselves, but we
didn't know there was that much interest."
While the University has not hosted a
night game in over three decades, the
Musco Company is no stranger to the
occurrence.
Since 1982, when they supplied lighting in South Bend, Ind., for a Notre
Dame-Michigan contest, universities
have learned to call Musco when temporary lighting is needed for a football
game. Last weekend Musco was on
hand to light the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif., for the Michigan-UCLA
battle.
An initial concern of the University
and its athletic department was the

Genetic discovery: A
genetic abnormality discovered by
scientists is raising hopes of improved
diagnosis and treatment of lung
cancer. At the National Cancer
Institute-Navy Medical Oncology
Branch in Bethesda, Md., scientists
believe that p53, an anti-cancer gene,
may be linked to discovering a
treatment for common cancers.
There is also evidence to suggest
colon cancer may be included in this
category.
"Obviously, everybody is going to
be looking for it in everything else,"
scientist John Minna said.

Tomatoes ripen: A couple in

Arvada, Colo., recently won the $6.5
million Lotto jackpot but did not go to
claim the prize until they had taken
care of their ripened tomatoes first.
Retirees Forrest and Edna Miller
said they were cooking and canning a
six-month supply of homemade
spaghetti sauce when the winners
were announced, but did not go to
claim the jackpot until the job was
done.
"Our tomatoes were at a crucial
point where we had to take care of
them, or we would have lost them,"
Hiller said.

The seminars are scheduled for
Oct. 2,10:30 a.m. to noon; Oct. 4,6 to 8
p.m.; and Oct. 5,9:30 to 11:30 a.m. To
make a reservation call 372-2102 two
days in advance of the seminar.

Sports
Team players: Any student
interested in trying out for the men's
basketball team must pick up health
insurance and physical forms from
the men's basketball office in
Anderson Arena. Forms must be
completed and returned to Mike
Messaros, basketball trainer, before
tryouts.
Tryouts for the team begin Oct. 15
at 3 p.m. in Anderson Arena.

cost, Gregory said.
After set up and breakdown of four
light standards mounted on flatbed
trucks for stadium lighting, and eight
standards for the surrounding parking
lots plus generators to provide tne electricity, the total cost is estimated at
$45,000.
"The cost is higher than we anticipated and we have to make that up in
paid attendance," Gregory said. "It
should be fun, and — of course — it's a
little bit of a novelty and a cause for excitement. We're curious to see the results."
As for future considerations of night
football at the University, Gregory said
such results including the reaction in
correlation with attendance figures
and gross income must be considered.
"If it all looks successful, we would
positively give consideration for another night game," Gregory said. "If
we can see we're still having success
after that, there would be possibilities
of exploring the idea of putting permanent lights up."
While Saturday night is obviously an
important football game for head
coach Moe Ankney's 1989 football
team, it is also a barometer for the possibilities of a future movement in Falcon football — a movement the BG athletic department is hoping will make
the difference between night and day.

by Jill Novak
staff writer

A new policy instituted by the University public relations department requires
all departments requesting photographs to pay a $20 per hour fee for the photographer's services.
The policy was instituted Sept. 11 to prompt departments to "think twice" before submitting photo requests, because the public relations department has been
receiving a tremendous amount of requests, according to Clifton Boutelle, director of public relations.
Maior demands have been placed on the photographer's time and departments
need to "think about their photographic needs" before making requests, Boutelle
said.
Previously, departments were only charged when requesting photos taken after
5 p.m. or on weekends.
However, since there is only one photographer responsible for taking all pictures, a new policy was needed, he said.
The idea of adding another photographer to deal with the increase in photo
requests was not a possibility because the University is being very selective in its
approval of new positions, he explained.

Campus

Seminars offered: The
University Computer Services is
offering three "Introduction to
Macintosh" seminars for all students,
faculty and staff.

£9

Departments billed
in new photo policy

Right the wrong: Bush will
be in Charlottsville, Va., today to find
out wiiut we're Joing wrong ' in
American schools by sitting down
with the nation's governors in a
summit designed to develop national
education goals at a minimum
additional cost to the federal
government. This is the first time
since 1933, when Franklin D.
Roosevelt called the governors
together to discuss the Great
Depression, that the states' chief
executives and the president have
examined one pressing issue
together.
"I want to see us come up with some
suggestions that will dramatically
change things," Bush said.

Marijuana confiscated:
More than $12,000 worth of marijuana
was confiscated by Wood County
Sheriff Deputies Tuesday afternoon in
a cornfield on Greensburg Pike Road,
just south of Bradner, Ohio.
Police said they found several
marijuana plants after getting a tip
from a confidential source. The
deputies were assisted by an Ohio
state patrol aircraft.

High 70°
Low 50°

Lights are in place
for first night game

BRIEFLY

Safe water discussed:
Undergraduate Student Government
will sponsor a water quality
informational seminar on Oct. 4.
Speakers include Karl Schurr,
University biology professor, Ronald
Merrill, water treatment plant
superintendent, and a representative
from the Environmental Protection
Agency.
The seminar is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. in Room 1007 of the Business
Administration Building.

Weather

Departments most often request photos for brochures, fliers and other publications with which the department is involved.
However, if a photo request is in connection with a news event and the public relations department may also use the photo there will still be no charge, Boutelle
said.

Shedding Light on History

BG

The money made through this new policy will be put into the University photography account, but Boutelle said, "I don't expect there to be a big amount of
money involved."
N*WS/johnGrieshop

Todd Braden, two-year employee of Musco Lighting Ltd. of Oskaloosa. Iowa, replaces one of the 60 light fixtures to be used in Saturday night's football game
against Akron. The game, which will be illuminated by 360.000 watts of light, is the
first night game in the 23-year history of Doyt L. Perry Field.

Proposal to Child care
crackdown
on drinking discussed
by Wynne Everett
staff writer

A proposed city ordinance on
underage drinking will go before City
Council Monday. If passed, the proposal will hold anyone of legal drinking
age responsible for underage alcohol
consumption taking place in their residence.
At its monthly meeting Wednesday,
the City-University Relations Committee discussed the possible ramifications of the ordinance which mirrors a
state law passed by the Ohio General
Assembly in August.
Mayor Edwin Miller, who recently
returned from a mavor's conference in
Cleveland where drug czar William
Bennett spoke, said the law designed to
crack down on the serving of alcohol to
underage people in private homes is a
much-needed ordinance.
The purpose of mirroring an already
existing state law is to prevent the fines
collected from going into the state
D See Committee, page 4.

Departments utilizing the public relation department's services most frequently — music, theater, sports information, education and ROTC — were informed of the policies through a memo last week.
□ See Photo policy, page 5.
Likelihood of Students and Employees Using
University Child-care Facilities

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

A need for child care at the University has been documented through a
Faculty Senate survey and could be
met by next year if the Senate's efforts
are successful.
The Child Care Feasibility Ad Hoc
Committee has been investigating
V«y UkW?
..-».
child care needs and reported its findings to the Senate last week, according
to Faculty Senate Chairwoman Ann- ers who may have children.
Marie Lancaster.
No definite day care plan has been
According to the report, University designed yet, but she hopes a proposal
employees and students need care for to the Board of Trustees will be ready
about 400 children total — infants to before the end of the academic year.
13-year-olds — mostly 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lancaster praised the committee
Classified staff has the greatest child and the quality of the preliminary recare needs, followed by administrative port.
staff and faculty, the report stated.
Graduate and undergraduate students
"I think it's very clear," she said.
surveyed had the least need.
"There is considerable agreement on
Lancaster said the faculty's child what the top priorities are.
care need will prr-b;ibly increase in the
next few yv ~s N •"■% n tiriiig educa- survey respondents think the nost imtors will be repla . jy younger teach- portant aspects should be cleanliness

_zzz,izz
Un

and safety, the training of caregivers
and the children-to-caregiver ratio.
In March a survey was distributed to
all faculty and staff and students could
pick up surveys in Jerome Library, the
science libraries and the Off-Campus
Student Center.
There were 381 responses received
by
May 1 which provide the bulk of the
re r s
E? * data.
The committee will continue developing a feasible plan and will contact day
care contractors soon, Lancaster said
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Barbara A. Weadock
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Banning books
cripples minds
One of the greatest advantages of living in the
United States is freedom. That includes the
freedom to read whatever anindividual deems fit.
Not what others believe should or should not be
read. As part of "Banned Books Week" we urge you
to stand up for your rights as intelligent human beings capable of thinking your own thoughts.

jhlin f^i |
The President's Pen-Kevin Coughl

Some believe they are saving the morality of our
young by banning certain books. This is nothing
more than a mask for censorship. Our country is
based on the right to make individual choices. Why
should our choice of reading material be any
different?
Over-protective school boards are one of the
Erime suspects in this crime. Although they say
arming is the best for the young people involved,
they are simply making those so called naughty
books more appealing to the students which is
defeating the purpose. Everybody wants a bite of
the forbidden fruit.

The word came down from the
mighty Residential Services office this week that our couch had
to go. It isn't fire retardant, they
said. We'll fine you $50, they
said, if it isn't out by Monday.
That eight-foot-long potential
raging inferno is a safety hazard
to the entire building and such
things just can't be tolerated,
they said.
My roommate, being the rebellious type, responded, "I
don't care, the couch is staying
even if I have to pay the fine.
Really, it was something more
like, "Yes sir, I'll have it out
right away." But my roommate
and every on-campus student
has a right to be upset about this
policy. Apparently, I am not the
only person who knows that
there are some hot residents out
there. Residential Services has
received more than 400 phone
calls concerningthe issue since
classes started. That should be a
message in itself.
I myself see a few problems
with the University banning all
furniture that does not meet one

Many books in question are read by more people
simply because they know there is controversy going on over it and they want to see what it is all
about. The choice should again be left up to the individual. A group of people should not be given the
Eswer to eliminate what in some cases are classic
terary works.
If parents do not believe a certain book is suited
for their children, then it is up to them to decide
whether or not their children should read it. It is not
their responsibility to decide what all children
read.
One of the most commonly banned books in
school districts is Judy Blume'sAre You there God?
It's Me, Margaret. This is a rite of passage book
that often appeared at the top of pre-teens reading
lists. In a time when parents are reluctant to have
the talk about sexuality with their children, educational books such as this should not be banned because they relate facts parents often do not.
Another book that has a place in classical literature is Alice's Adventure in Wonderland. The book
explores the fantasy adventure of a young girl.
Some people say this book should be banned because the writer was under the influence of drugs
while writing it. Books should be interpreted on
their own merit and not on the personal lives of
their authors.
The question of racist content also inflames another book-banning nerve. The Mark Twain novel
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn has been the
source of much controversy because of the racist
comments throughout. This sounds like a good
reason to ban the book, but it is an educational book
with two very redeeming characteristics. First, it
is a reflection of life in the south at that time and
secondly it's far better to learn through the insensitivities of literary characters than to experience
them yourself.
The only way to improve on the future is by learning from the past — much of which is captured in
the written word — good, bad or otherwise.
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Furniture policy needs revision
of the three fire codes listed in
the new policy. First of all, how
can this University expect its
students to have fire retardant
furniture when much of its own
furniture does not meet any fire
codes? While University furniture doesn't even meet any specific codes, the students' must
specifically list one of those
three codes. Insane. (By the
way, if you ever see me on my
hands and knees in the lobby of
your residence hall inspecting a
chair, don't worry, I'm just
proving a point.)

a safety hazard interests me because the more I look around our
room, the more I realize that if
we counted all the potential hazards, we'd see we were surrounded by them. The University
says that lofts in rooms open up
more space for such things.
Does this mean that lofts are
next on their list? Or stereos,
posters, papers, pillows, clothes
or textbooks, even? I am not fire
retardant. Will I have to be
packed up and sent home along
with 8,000 other combustible
students? I think not.

more space for features we need
to make our residence for nine
months more like home. Further, the furniture that is provided for us is not adequate in
most cases and, to be frank, can
be downright uninviting to sit
on. Realizing that roughly half
of our students do live on campus, I understand why our housing is arranged like it is. But to
restrict students from making
the most of their rented space is
a poor move for a campus that is
known as a residential university-

The second problem I raise is
one of supply and demand. I
don't know how many people
have called their local fire marshal, asked him about where
they can get fire retardant furniture, and been mistaken for
someone who is new to this
world. Fire retardant furniture
is not readily available and if it
were, I assure you that college
students would be the last people
who could afford it.
The point about couches being

Finally, and let me try to drive
this home, word is that we are
only one of few, if not the only
university in the country to be so
strict on this. What makes it
worse is that we are not like
most other universities in regard to our housing. We do not
have the suite-type arrangements with two rooms and a
bathroom such as at Ohio State
and Cincinnati. Our rooms are
considerably smaller and therefore, we require lofts to open up

I strongly urge that the new
policy be altered to ban only
vinyl and/or dilapidated furniture. It makes good sense to step
back and shape a policy that
weeds out the true safety threats
we have, while allowing students to use their space to its potential.
Coughlin is the president of
Undergraduate Student
Government.

letters
Kappa member defends sorority
To the Editor,
I am writing this letter in response to Mr. Taliafero's article, but mostly as a personal responsibility to myself and my
friends. I am a racial minority
and a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma and I am appalled by
his very rude and tactless accusations against my sorority.
They have done nothing discriminatory towards me. My
sorority sisters have supported
me 110 percent throughout college. Moreover, I am proud of
them because of their open-^indedness and diversity. We
are not a group of stereotypes,
nor do we stereotype anyone

Fatman

else. The ad placed in the paper
two weeks ago by my sorority
was not meant with cruel intentions whatsoever. The theme of
our date party was reggae and
later changed to "two tickets to
paradise." We do not wear our
date party shirts because of the
controversy that arose by the
ad. In closing, I absolutely do
not believe that the Kappas are
prejudiced against any minority
students. The worst thing about
these accusations is the blemishes being formed in the students' minds about the Kappas
because we reallv are a very
strong, open-minded and racially sensitive group of girls.
Lisa del Rosario

Group responds to comments
To the Editor,
We, the members of College
Republicans, support racial
unity and equality. In no way do
we condone discrimination. Our
Soup is open to all students on
e Bowling Green State University campus and we respect
the diversity that is a part of it.
Therefore, we were upset by the
NAACP advertisement that appeared in The BG News on
Tuesday, Sept. 26. The "Young
Republicans," which we must
assume refers to our organization, despite the incorrect name,
was used as part of a definition
of discrimination.
Our appointment to Undergraduate Student Government

was not based on any actions by
our members, but rather on our
size and representation on this
campus. We do represent the
views of a large percentage of
the student body, and therefore
we deserve our voice in student
affairs and concerns.
BGSU College Republicans

Correction
Tickets for the University Theater production of
"Deathtrap" are currently
on sale at the Eva Marie
Saint Theater box office in
University Hall.

by John Boissy

THE BG NEWS

Campus Life
Open container
carries stiff fine
While drinking in public bars and on private property may be
legal, students should be aware that drinking outside of these areas
could result in a fine of up to $100.
Barb Waddell, public information officer, said open container violations have recently become a common offense in Bowling Greeen
and students often forget it is illegal to possess an open container in
public.
Most arrests are made on weekends when there are more parties
and officers stop people carrying open containers to check the contents and determine if they are sober enough to reach their destination, she said.
Even a person carrying a cup can be questioned by an officer to
check its contents, Waddell said, and an officer may either arrest
the offender or ask him to dump the contents.
Identification is also checked to see if the offender is of legal drinking age, Waddell said.
If a person has broken several laws while an arrest is being made,
Waddell said, he or she will be charged with the most serious crime
instead of a variety of charges.
"It's all up to the officer," Waddell said.
According to the Bowling Green Municipal Court, a person arrested for open container is charged with a minor misdemeanor and
can either pay a waiver fee of $60 or go to court and possibly pay
more than $100.
Anyone arrested for underage drinking will be charged with a first
degree misdemeanor and must pay a waiver fee of $130 or go to court
and face a maximum penalty of $1,000, six months in jail or both.
Judge James Bachman is thinking of eliminating the waiver fee
for underage drinking and having violators appear in court automatically, according to a spokesperson for the court.
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by Tina Diorio
reporter
Just when you thought it was
safe to go back in the marine
biology tab —it's here.
"It ' is a 22-inch nurse shark
the biology department acquired in August.
BG News/Pat Mlngarelll
University graduates Frank
Bowman, now an employee of A nurse shark named Nerd eats a hand-fed meal from junior Renee Hooks in the marine biology labortory
the Florida Sea World, and Don in the Life Science Building.
Zeisloft, a University erafloyee, caught the shark in the among marine biology de- viornment, but it has taken
The department is taking
lorida Keys area.
these measures to maintain a
members to the idea some time.
The shark was captured dur- partment
safe and healthy habitat for the
bringing a live shark to
ing an expedition funded of
animal, she said.
"He wouldn't eat for about a
through a three-year grant campus.
week," he said.
received by Cynthia StongThe department had never
Groat, associate professor and
One problem which has ara live shark before and
Hooks said the shark is hand
marine science coordinator in housed
isen from having a shark in
the assistants had to study the fed cod, smelt, and haddock. In
the biology department.
captivity is that other fish canof the nurse shark be- his natural habitat, she exShe received the three-year behavior
not be put in the same tank beit was brought to the Uni- plained he would eat mostly
grant from the National Sci- fore
cause he would attack them.
shrimp and shell fish because
ence Foundation last year to versity, she said.
Hooks said.
nurse sharks tend to live near
conduct research on a project
The shark, which was named the ocean floor.
to provide a new interest in
Nerd is estimated to grow
Nerd by Bowman and Zeisloft
science.
only to the size of the tank, but
"We are trying to provide a because of a hole he ripped in
Lab assistants were looking
if he becomes too big, he will be
new learning opportunity to the plastic bag while being into the possibility of purchassent to Sea World.
teachers in grades kindergar- transported, was malnouri- ing shrimp for him on a regular
shed
when
he
was
captured,
ten through 12 with the ocean
basis, she said.
but is in good condition now.
as the focus," Stong said.
The lab conducts tours of the
The grant also provided for
marine biology facility for
"He's a really good animal,"
the gathering of animals and
In addition to supplying food
local schools and University
the installation of salt water she said. "He hasn't shown any for the shark, department offistudents are welcome to visit
classroom aquariums for mar- aggressive tendancies. Nurse cials are also hoping to find a
Nerd.
sharks aren't normally ag- better filtration system for the
ine labs.
tank in order to be able to use
According to Renee Hooks, gressive unless provoked."
"He's an attraction for
According to Zeisloft, Nerd sand in the tank instead of
junior marine biology major,
tours," Hooks said.
there was some apprehension has adjusted to his new en- gravel.

Contribution aids
Gish Film Theater
The Dorothy and Lillian Gish
Film Theater recently received
a contribution to its endowment
fund which brought the total to
almost $150,000, nearing its goal
of $250,000.
The Boss Film Corp. contributed $7,500 to the theater as
payment for the completion of a
role played by Lillian Gish in a
corporation film.
Gish gave an epilogue for the
movie Intolerance and wanted the fee she received sent to
the theater, Ralph Wolfe, curator of the theater and professor
of English and film studies, said.
The interest from the endowment fund is used annually for
"film programs, bringing

S.pt.mb.r 28, W««

Lab gets
new set
of 'jaws'

by Jeff Batdorf
staff writer

by Lori Miller
staff writer

•GNowi

speakers to talk about films and
other activities associated with
film making," Wolfe said.
Many celebrities have contributed money to the theater, including Ohio natives Paul Newman and Bob Hope, he said.
Past contributors also include
members of the National Advisory Committee which was
founded to advise theater curators on activities such as the
operation of the theater and fundraising, Wolfe said.

Blotter
□ University police are investigating an attack that happened near Peregrine pond
Monday.

As curator of the theater, Wolfe said he takes care of everyday activities such as making
arrangements for productions in
the theater, collecting memorabilia for the showcases, keeping
track of plays produced and representing the theater in national
conventions.

3A locked red bicycle valued
at $100 was stolen from the rack
at Prout Hall Monday.
JA windshield was cracked on
a vehicle parked at Plant Operations Monday, causing $200 in
damage.

CA meal coupon book valued
at $120 was stolen from Harshman dining hall Monday.
A blue bench vise valued at
$80 was stolen from the basement of Hayes Hall Monday.
□A box of 50 micro-computer
disks was stolen from the men's
room in the University Union,
where it had been forgotten.

Monday.

ence Building Tuesday.
DA blue 12-speed bicycle valued at $120 was stolen in front of
Jerome Library Tuesday.

Four hubcaps valued at $100
were stolen from a car parked in
Lot 6 Tuesday.
DA meal coupon book valued
DA student told police Wedat $70 was stolen from Harsh- nesday that she and her roomman dining hall after it had been mate had been receiving threaleft behind.
tening phone calls. The caller
DA locked and chained red bi- said damage would be done to
cycle valued at $150 was stolen their vehicles parked in Univerfrom the rack at the Math Sci- sity lots.

SATURDAY NIGHT'S ALRIGHT FOR FIGHTING ■ BOWLING GREEN V. AKRON, 7:30 P.M.
We are Celebrating
BANNED BOOKS WEEK
September 23 - 30, 1989
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$1.00 off on gas fill up at any Barney's location:
minimum of of least 7 gallons per fill up
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'ALL THREE LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HRS.
* DONUTS BAKED FRESH DAILY
MONEY ORDERS ONLY 49'
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...YOUR RIGHT TO READ!
Check Out Our Special
Display In The Store
University Bookstore
M-F 8:00 - 5:00
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY!
PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. FOR FREE
ADMISSION AND A FREE PEPSI AND POPCORN
FREE SOUVENIR T-SHIRT TO FIRST 5000 STUDENTS
THROUGH THE GATES - GATES OPEN AT 6:00 P.M.
sponsored by The BG News and Athletic Department
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'Dead radio' outlined
WFAL promotion criticizes Toledo competition
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

Students walking on campus
this semester who nave noticed
chalk body outlines are probably
questioning Bowling Green's
murder rate.
They need not panic because
although the outlines are similar
to those used by police officers
in murder investigations, they
are not related to murder and
mayhem, but a promotion of
campus radio station WFAL 680
AM.
WFAL officials hope the offbeat promotion will inform students "Toledo radio is dead,"
according to general manager
Matt Damicone.
Each body outline contains the
phrase "FM 92 Q," which Dami-

cone said is a fake radio station
combining the names of the
three largest Toledo stations:
FM 104.7 WIOT, 93 WRQN and
92.5 WMHE.
These three were selected because "they sound a lot alike
and don't really do anything
different," he said.
"It is a statement that we're
saying Toledo radio is boring."
The idea for the morbid promotion took root this summer,
Damicone said, when the
station's promotions department decided to chalk the outlines all across campus each
week of fall semester, weather
permitting, to stimulate student
curiosity.
"We wanted to keep it secretive," he said. "The idea behind
it was to keep people in the dark
at first and culminate it this

TONITE AT 7.15 8 9:30 p.m.

2nd Big Week

ROBIN

Thursday Night is
Bargain Night
All seats $2 00

week.
"We're trying to do things a
little more crazy like that to
draw attention to ourselves,"
Damicone explained. "People
who look critically at broadcasting see there's not a bigdifference between the Toledo
stations —they play the same
music and run the same promotions."
WFAL's attitude this year, as
exemplified by the promotion, is
to do things differently to attract
attention, Damicone said.
"(Other stations) will say it's
a little college station pulling
some prank joke," Damicone
said. 'In the past, we haven't
had as many listeners as the
Toledo stations and we're trying
to up our listenership ... we'll
take chances on some things
where they can't."
The promotion ends this week
as the bodies fall in a path leading to West Hall and the WFAL
offices.
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He was their inspiration. He made their lives extraordinary

DEAD POETS SOCIETY

Tour one source for
local news and sports

Enjoy Good Living in '89 with

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

900 - 4:30

9 & 12 month Leases Available
PIEDMONT APTS.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

Committee
D Continued from page 1.
treasury, Miller said.
If violators can be cited under
a city ordinance, the fines paid
in these cases will stay in BowlLngGreen.
The mayor said the increased
drinking age has left three quarters of the student body
underage. The city has seen an
increased number of fake ID

• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available

violations, underage drinking
arrests, and fights, since the expiration of the grandfather
clause.
"There is a significant problem with alcohol in the city of
Bowling Green. We need the
help of this group to solve it,"
Miller said. "The University is
very important to this city."
Mike Marsden, citizen representative to the committee, said

d,

^**I <<n

Mon. - Sat.
Open at 11 am

* 352-4663*
p

*b . Me - a*c

Sun.
12 - midnight

he felt the rise in off-campus
underage drinking was caused
by the University's successful
on-campus enforcement of the
drinking law.
Marsden added he felt that
discouraging greek organizations from nolding off-campus
alcoholic functions is essential
to the success of the proposed
ordinance.
"I think the use of off-campus
houses for unofficial drinking
dens has got to stop. It's the
neighborhoods that are suffering," Marsden said.
Bryon Speakman, representative for the University's Interfraternity Council, said IFC
cannot dictate what any given
fraternity member chooses to do
in his own off-campus residence.
However, Speakman said IFC
does discourage serving alcohol
to underage students.

FAST FRtE DELIVERY
$3.50 MINIMUM DELIVERY

1432 E WOOSTER

All residents will have membership privilages to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities tor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
• Complete Exerclae Equipment

News/Pat Mtngarelll

As part of the Great Lakes Interscholastic Press Association's Fall Journalism Workshop at the University.
Mike Burke, of Napoleon High School, tells high school students and their advisors in a seminar at Hayes
Hall Wednesday morning how to perk up their paper with unusual ideas.

Monday - Friday

Failures
2 bedroom • 1 v, baths
Furnished • wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets • linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

BG

GLIPA Gathering

free Coke With
iAny 9" Sub Purchase

Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

BGSU
Theatre
Presents

makeyour average
anything but.

Sept. 27.28.29.30
8:00 p.m.
Oct. 1 - 2:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Tickets: Adults S6 - Sludents. Sr. Citizens S4
For more information, call 372-2719
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The
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is recyclable!
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€ric Hovonec 3
Kevin Monley
Jomes Cosmo

Brent Cowgill

Jay Sidloski

Steve Coon

William Dodero
Don Ciccero
Tom Hogan
Brian Shaffer
Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compart it can
Fit in the most compact dorm room Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacity, and a crystal dear display, it
makes it easy to transform B's into A's.
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference With its 16 character display and approximately /I000 characters of editable memory,

you can have the convenience of word processing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter.
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right' 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus,
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
word games.
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this year, ;
SMITH
don't forget to think |
:ORONI\
Smith Corona at the
raMo
w«airoSss*OGv
beginning of this year.

Jim Goodman

Sigma Chi Proudly
announces Their 1989 Fall
Pledge Class

Scott WhiteseH

Mike Callow
C-ric Monti
Pat Deviney
Kevin Hrastar
Bill Kennedy
John Sommor.

Matt McClure

Jeremy Meussling

flric Burke

Chad Lawrence

Greg Miller

Tom Miller

. CofpofMlon. 65 LOCUM Aavnur. Now On.
H* more mtof m*l»on on ihfK piooucu. wtiw ,°Sm,,h
Smith Cocoru On*li, 440 TapKOCt Road, Scarbofowgh.Onuno. Canada M1BIY4
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Pro-life group holds forum

Photo policy —

Panel examines Webster decision and upcoming cases
by Wynne Everett
staff writer

"Towards a Post -Roe America", a forum sponsored by Students for Life Tuesday night,
addressed the issues America
faces concerning the abortion
issue after the Supreme Court's
Webster vs. Reproductive
Health decision this summer.
Robert Holmes, University
associate professor of legal studies, Michael Durbin, legal director for the Toledo Foundation for
Life, and Janet Folger, legal director for Ohio Right to Life,
participated in the discussion
tor the first of several forums
planned by Students For Life.
Bruce Edwards, Students for
Life adviser and moderator for
the event, began the discussion
with a question to the panel concerning the impact of the July 3
ruling on the recent Webster
case.
Holmes said that despite popular misconceptions, the Webster
case did not overturn the court's
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision. The
main impact of the Webster rulE»as to return the right to rete abortion to the state legis*es, Holmes said.
"The most important thing is
that this decision broke a long
chain of pro-abortion rulings
that have happened since 1973,"
Holmes said.
Folger said she viewed the decision as the first of several that
will gradually overturn Roe.
"What will happen in the future is that the Supreme Court
will whittle away at Roe," she
said. "I don't see Roe falling, I
see the court giving the statelhe
right to regulate abortion."

When you party
remember to...

Folger said the court has
agreed to hear three more abortion cases in its upcoming session.
Both Hogsden vs. Minnesota
and Akron Reproductive Health
vs. Slaby concern legislation requiring parental notification of a
minors abortion. Previously,
this type of legislation was
ruled unconstitutional.
Folger said parental notification is required for a girl to go on
class field trips, have her ears
pierced or have a cavity filled,
so notification of an abortion is
not unreasonable.
"This same daughter can
undergo a major operation that
not only ends the life of her unborn child, but also puts her
health at risk," Folger said.
The third case, Turnock vs.
Ragsdale, concerns an Illinois
law that requires abortion clinics to be licensed. Currently,
they are considered "ambulatory medical facilities" that do
not require licenses to operate.
In addition to the clinic licens-

ing, the law requires postabortion counseling.
Holmes said while these cases
address abortion legislation,
they do not present the opportunity to squarely overturn Roe
vs. Wade that Webster did.
"None of these cases really
squarely confront Roe vs.
Wade," Holmes said. "They
merely say states want to regulate abortion."
Finally, the forum discussed
the social and political effects of
an outright overturning of Roe
vs. Wade.
Durbin said the Webster decision indicates a return in
America to federalism. He said
things in some states — like New
York and Nevada — will probably not change with respect to
abortion law, but other states
already have anti-aborion legislation in their legislatures.
"In a state like Ohio, most
voters will probably oppose convenience types of abortions as

BH^^^^^^WWWX^^^W^W^WWH^K'WwWIwW^W

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE

they exist now," Durbin said.
"The vast majority of abortions
happening now will be outlawed."
Folger said the Ohio legislature will face three abortionrelated bills when the new session begins next month.
Two bills sponsored by Ohio
Sens. Joan Lawrence and Linda
Furney propose pro-choice legislatioh ensuring
legal abortions
" !»_
up until the 24th week of regnancy as well as medicaid fiunding for abortion.
A third bill would require information from pro-life as well
as pro-choice sources be presented to women considering
abortion. In addition, the bill
would make abortion for the
purpose of sex selection of children illegal.

D Continued from page 1.
The sports information departmeml will attempt to give
closer scrutiny to photo requests
and make requests only when
necessary because of t ie new
policy, Chris Sherk, spoirts information director, said.
Sherk said he realizes the public relations department needed
to institute a fee.
"We place orders frequently
through the (public relations)
office and we can understand
what they are experiencing
from a budgeting standpoint,
he said.
The $20 fee will prove to have
a major effect on the music department, according to Martin
Porter, director of the concert
office.
This department uses the public relations department 'freA PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY THE

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SHOPP1NC CENTERS

Campus Films
Presents:

ON
SUNDAY

■^■W^.w^.w^.w.-.-.-Avwyw

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

quently for photographs of the
building and photos ot guests. It
also runs a photo at least once a
week in the department publication and every time there is
a change in faculty. Porter said.
"We are going to have to pay
for all of these snots and we have
not decided where the money
will come from," Porter said.
"This is going to mean more
money from a source we don't
have.
The department will attempt
to cut down its requests, but it
will not be that easy. Porter
said.
Since having to pay a University photographer is much like
hiring a free-lance photographer, he said, "people will probably be pickier about the quality
and results of the photographs.

KIDS
KIDS IIXNTIFCATEN
snairp

Yes, the horror is
back! Shown this
Sunday, Oct. 1
in the Grand
Ballroom of the
University Union.
Starts at 8:30 PM
Admission is FREE

|Ri a different set of jaws. £g|^
FILMS INCORPORATED

"No Water Permitted"

An experience
you won't
want to miss!

Too Late
For xmas?
Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door U opportunitR-v
you may ha*e though! were heyond your reach li hHpeil ManiHOhVerChartc*BoWenhecomeaNAS.^a.sin>naui And if mure
willing to make the commiimenl. il cooJd help \ou also YOU can
gel Mined while you re In college wilh our Plalcmn Leaders
Class program You could lake
advantage of getting
■ $100 a month while in school
■ Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six week summer ses
store each paying more than 11200

Hir. train in one ten-week summer sev*wi and earn
itore than $2100
i Free civilian flying k-ssom
Mstarung salary of more than $20,000
Immcdiatch upon graduation you could hecome a Marine
Officer It s your choice
Mayhe you re the kind of
man we're looking for

We wantyou
to go as tar
asyou can,

\Mc'Klookint[tbratt»jtoodmai

You bet. At least it will
be too late to get your
senior prints back in
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting for
this week
or you'll miss one of the
best gift
accompaniments there
is: a senior portrait by
Varden Studios of New
York.

can
The KEY office
now
at 372-8086.
You'll be in The KEY and
have some great shots
from which to choose
personal portraits!

Marines
Accepting applications for pilots now. Call collect 313-973-7070/7501.

Do it now!
Don't be a Scrooge
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Klan rebel 'runs' into East Germans
menacing conviction flood embassy
Renfrow testified during the trial that he had an
LEBANON, 0. (AP) — An Oregonia man involved in an altercation over a racist slur scrawled altercation with Scott last April when he tore down
sign with a racial slur that was displayed on
on a sign at his business has been sentenced to 30 aScott's
property. Renfrow pressed charges against
days in Jail after a jury convicted him of menacScott in that incident, but Scott was found innocent
menacing.
Farkie Scott, 63, was found guilty of trying to run of aggravated
July a newspaper story said Scott was holdFrank Renfrew's car off a road after Renfrow ap- ingLast
a "Frank Renfrow Day" and inviting him back
peared at Scott's gameroom July 16 during a Ku
to tus property to tear down the sign again. RenKlux Klan gathering.
A Warren County Court jury took just 20 minutes frow said several KKK members were at the
Wednesday to convict Scott on the misdemeanor gameroom when he drove by to take pictures on
charge of menacing. He originally was charged the advice of his lawyer.
Renfrow said as he drove away, a car with Scott
with aggravated menacing.
Judge Dallas Powers imposed the maximum and others began following him and eventually
penalty and refused to postpone the sentence. Scott tried to force him off the road.
was taken to the Warren County Jail.
Scott a retired welder, did not testify on his own
"I felt it was a very just decision," Renfrow, a
but called four witnesses - one of whom
35-year-old piano tuner from Cincinnati said. "The behalf
was not allowed to testify .because he refused to
charge of menacing is very appropriate for what swear or affirm that he would tell the trutn.
he did to me. I felt very threatened.'

TEST YOUR
STRENGTHJ
Campus

1 1V1 I Nil KIAINMI.NT

PollVCVCS

A Gatherin

9 Place'

352-9638 or 354-0056

One Bowl Salad and Cup of Soup
One Bowl Salad and Slice of Pizza
4" George Sub and a Cup of Soup
Bowl of Soup and Garlic Bread

republic" and other offenses.
The emissary was evidently seeking to persuade larger
numbers of refugees to accept the government offer,
but the majority apparently
remained skeptical.

by David Briscoe
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Federal
safety officials are blaming the
pilot and co-pilot, but not the
third man in the cockpit, for a
Delta Airlines crash at DallasFort Worth airport that killed 14
Some of the refugees told
people.
reporters the crowd inside
The Aug. 18, 1988, crash was
contained "a lot of people
caused by a lack of cockpit diswith a criminal record, peocipline, the crew's attempt to
ple who are not politically
take off with wing flaps and slats
motivated," to emigrate from
in the wrong position and failure
East Germany.
of an alarm system to warn that
something was wrong, the
In an effort to accomNational Transportation Safety
modate the swelling crowd,
Board concluded Wednesday.
several hundred beds were
The board laid secondary
made available by the West
blame on Delta for sloppy cockGerman army.
pit procedures and training and
on the Federal Aviation AdminNevertheless, living condiistration for failing to correct
tions in the compound were
Delta's known deficiencies.
getting ever more precarious
Board staff members, who
For the refugees, most of
conducted the year-long inwhom were housed in Red
In talks with the refugees
vestigation, said Delta has since
Cross tents.
Tuesday, East German emiscorrected the deficiencies.
sary Wolfgang Vogel, a confiBoard member James BurSeveral
of
the
more
than
dant of Communist leader
nett dissented from the decision,
250
children
were
said
to
have
Erich Honecker, said those
saying the conclusion let Delta
fallen ill with diarrhea and
willing to return could emioff too easily by citing it only for
colds
following
heavy
rain
grate without facing prosslow correction of problems durduring the night.
ecution for "flight from the
ing a period of rapid growth and
merger. He also said the board
should have laid more direct
blame on FAA failures.
"The responsibility here lies
as much with the FAA and Delta
as it does with the crew," Burnett said.
"I couldn't be more strongly
opposed to that view," said
James Kolstad, acting board
r
>
i nl |i, ,111, \ MIII
chairman, who pushed to leave
out any criticism of the FAA in
the final statement.
Delta conceded in July that
errors by its flight crew in failing to set the Boeing 727's flaps
and slats in the proper takeoff
position led to the crash.
A Delta official attending the
board meeting declined to
comment on the board's decision.
The airliner, taking off with
more than 100 people on a flight
for Salt Lake City, was piloted
by Captain Larry Davis, 48, with
First Officer Carey Kirkland, 37,
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.
and Second Officer Steven Mark
Judd, 30, in the cockpit.
Delta fired all three cockpit
crew members when the company accepted responsibility for
the crash.
FRANKLIN PAMC MALL
The board's assessment of
probable cause did not include
actions by Judd, who board
members said was the only pilot
THE SEARCH IS NOW ONI
fa to perform professionally during
the takeoff.
1990 MISS OHIO USA* PAGEANT
They noted that Judd failed to
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
|_
report a malfunctioning warnIf you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by
fa,
ing light but said monitoring the
February 1. 1990, never married and at least a
■*■
light was not his specific responsix month resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
&
sibility and he was performing
students are eligible, you could be Ohio's
all of his other duties.
representative at the CBSnationally televised
fa
Board members, in discussing
Miss USA* Pageant in February to compete for
*
the accident which destroyed
over J200.000 in cash and priies. The Miss Ohio
fa
the
Boeing jetliner, criticized
0SA« Pageant for 1990 will be presented in the
-?the presence of a flight atGrand Ballroom of the Marriott North Hotel in
ft*
tendant in the cockpit for 18
Columbus, Ohio. November 24. 25 and 26,
^
^'
1989. The new Miss Ohio USA* , along with her
fa
minutes just before the takeoff.
I 'm' ^ |
expense paid trip to compete in the CBS5J&
The board said Davis and Kirkl^jtj^tt
nationally televised Miss USA* Pageant, will
JP
land engaged in idle conversareceive over S2.000 in cash among her many
iJs
tion when they should have been
prizes. All girls interested in competing for the
fa
attending to takeoff preptitle must write to:
*
arations.
1990 Miss Ohio USA8 Pageant
W
The board viewed computer
e/o Trl-State Headquarter! • Dept. CA.
animations of the plane's flaps347 Locust Avenue, Washington. PA 13301-3399
down takeoff as its tail and a
Trl-State Headquarter! Phone la 412/225-5343
wing clipped the runway. The
animations, prepared by the
Application Deadline la October 18. 1909.
\
Letters muw include a recent wspshot.
safety board staff, also snowed
brief biography, mddreu and fhoot twmber.
*lt
that the plane could have taken
•Mil USA* Pageant U part ol the r«m/ry or Paramount Comnmoicsr/oni, lac.
fa_
off safely if the captain had ap1
plied full throttle once he realMln Ohio USA Is "A Carvem Production"
ized there was a problem getting
lift, but he failed to do so.

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
— Rain and illnesses worsened the plight of hundreds
of East German refugees
crowding the West German
Embassy compound, but
more newcomers kept scaling
the fence of the mission's
garden Wednesday.
According to the refugees
who talked to reporters, the
number of people thronging
the compound had reached
1,500 by mid-day.
Only 177 of them were said
to have left Tuesday and
Wednesday, accepting an
East German government
offer of guaranteed emigration within six months if they
return home.

\oure smart enough to calculate
the size of a Hydrogen atom.

440 E Court Street
Free Delivery
BLUE PLATE SPECIALS
1
2
3
4

by Manfred Hees
Associated Press writer

Two pilots
culpable
for crash

$250
$2.75
$300
$1.50

And you Ye still smoking?

You get it in 7 minutes or less or the next lunch meal is on us
about George's lunch crew card.

Ask

Monday Through Friday
11 am • 4 p.m.
(Inside Onlyl
The Savings Are Great!
Live Entertainment with Greg Emely at 10:00 p.m.
,< St) IMI'OKM O HI 1 KS • NA< ll()S

Shannon
$215
Frankfurt
225
Amsterdam 225

Paris 225
Madrid 235

Scheduled carnersl Book anytime
Above tare 1/2 round-trip from Chicago
Some restrictions apply CaN tor more
into. « FREE Student Travel Catalog

CAUTION!
PUZZLED BY BANNED BOOKS?
In celebration of the FREEDOM TO READ week being held during
BANNED BOOKS WEEK September 23 - 30, 1989, the University
Bookstore is offering a prize for solving the puzzle below.

• • THE PRIZE • •
A GE AM/FM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder With Detachable Speakers

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON
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The Brothers of Theta Chi Proudly Announce Their
Fall Pledge Class and New Initiates.
Fall 1989 Pledge Class
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There will be a drawing from all the correct entries. If no one is able to get
all the correct answers there will be a drawing from the entries with the
most correct answers. Entries can be picked up and turned in to the
Bookstore no later than 5:00 p.m. Saturday, September 30th. A drawing
will be held Monday, October 2nd, the winner need not be present. This
contest is being offered to BGSU students, Faculty and Staff. Employees
of the University Bookstore and their families are not eligible to win.

Paul Cornille
Ted Grambo
Tom Guyer
Gary Hensley
Jesse Howard
Charlie Johnson
Tom Maddock
Dominic Gildone
Eric Logsden
Kim Kyle

Matt Marty
Dan Phillips
Scott Puhalsky
Lee Van Syckle
Greg Traci
Jamey Tocar
Fall Initiates
Jim Morris
William Noonan
J.P. Patchett

Jay Rhoads
Mike Smith
Dave Toshik

WELCOME TO A WINNING TRADITION
THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI
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Electric Protesters desire Fugitive fights charges
weighed action, not study
by Mitch Weiss
Associated Press writer

TOLEDO — Legal questions
surrounding a coalition's proposal that could lead to a municipal power system surfaced
Wednesday at a City Council
committee meeting.
Council's community safety,
environment and development
panel was examining a plain to
set up a 15-member review
board to look at alternatives to
Toledo Edison.
Only Toledo Edison officials
and others who were opposed to
the coalition's plan addressed
the committee.
Members of the Coalition for
Lower Electric Rates who testified at a similar hearing last
week will go before the same
committee next Wednesday.
The coalition collected enough
signatures on petitions to force
Council to look at the proposal.
After the hearing, the committee will make a recommendation whether to approve
the coalition's plan, amend it or
recommend a similar measure
introduced by Councilwoman
Judy Jones. The coalition opposes Jones' measure because
Toledo Edison officials would be
part of the panel.
Under the coalition's plan,
seven of the 15 Councilappointed board positions would
be reserved for consumer
groups and no one from Toledo
Edison could serve.
Paul Smart, vice chairman of
Centerior Energy Corp., Toledo
Edison's parent company, said
the proposal contains numerous
flaws that would violate the City
Charter, Ohio law and the U.S.
Constitution.
"If this measure passes, we
would be forced to enter into an
expensive legal battle with the
city — a course we would prefer
to avoid," Smart told the committee. About 150 people attended the hearing, including many
company employees.
Smart said Toledo Edison is
making changes to bring down
operating costs. He said the
company will implement
several proposals that will help
senior citizens and small business owners receive special rate
reduction deals.
One key issue concerns the review board's powers.
Mary Whipple, a lawyer representing Toledo Edison, said
the board would have the power
to subpoena witnesses to help
gather information and would be
able to spend money for the
study, which is expected to cost
about $250,000.
"The board should not have
the power to direct you — City
Council — how to spend taxpayers' dollars," she said.
"That's the job of Council, the
elected representative of the
people."
The proposed board would
study the feasibility of setting up
a municipal power system and
determine whether Toledo Edison's contract with the city
should be modified to allow for
competition.
Toledo Law Director Sheldon
Rosen said the petition, as written, would violate the City Charter for several reasons, including the subpoena issue.
''The structure of the committee would have to conform with
our charter ... We would have to
amend existing legislation at
least on some of those points,"
Sheldon said.
The Lucas County Board of
Election two weeks ago said the
petition contained 19,116 signatures, a number sufficient to require a Council vote on whether
to set up the review panel.
If council does not act on the
coalition's proposal by Oct. 12.
or rejects it, the measure would
automatically go before the
voters within 75 days.
However, if Council amends
the coalition's plan or adopts
Jones' plan, the coalition would
have 15 days to gather about
1.800 signatures of people who
did not sign the original petition.

DALLAS (AP) — Gay rights and AIDS activists blocked the entrance to the Dallas County Health Department with 90 dummies to
protest the start of a federal door-to-door AIDS survey.
"The time for studies is passed. The time for action is now," activists chanted Tuesday as they blocked the health department door
with shirts and pants that were sewn up and stuffed to resemble bodies.
The number of dummies represented the number of people who
will die of AIDS in Dallas County during the survey period, William
Waybourn, president of the Dallas Gay Alliance said.
"There is an AIDS death in Dallas County every day," Waybourn
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services last month
approved a survey of Dallas County residents over a three-to-four
month period in an attempt to determine the county's rate of AIDS
infection.
, 'S? •?u5ve/ of 3!400 households is also intended to determine the
feasibility of a national AIDS survey next year.

"If Council members want to
make some friendly amendments that don't substantially
change what the ordinance actually accomplishes, we're open
to negotiation," she said.

Hamilton County prosecutors enlisted the FBI's help
in tracing Iannone, who was
found in Milan. Iannone, a
former consultant to Italian
restaurants in Chicago and
Cincinnati, is a naturalized
American citizen who was
born in Italy, authorities said.
The indictment alleges that
Iannone lured his victims with
promises of a gourmet dinner
and then gave them the
drugged spaghetti to knock
them out before fondling or
otherwise sexually abusing
them.

OSradA JKail (AjiluarcL
1616 E. Woof tar Greenwood Contra

Open 7 Days a Week For Your Pool Playing Enjoyment
Open until 4:00a.m. Thurs.- Sat.
353-9999
Valid iKtu Oet 15. »89

INDOOR SOCCER LEAGUE
IF INTERESTED PLEASE FILL OUT FORM AND SEND TO: HANCOCK
RECREATIONAL CENTER, 3430 N. MAIN ST., FINDLAY, OHIO 45840
NAME
AGE.
ADDRESS.
CITY, ST..
DPLAYER
□ COACH
□ BOTH

Support your
favorite
FALCON TEAM!
mil
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"A Gathering Place"
352-9638 or 354-0056 OCTOBER SPECIAL |
Small Cheese Pizza
ONLY
$ 1.99

[ Free Delivery
(Minimum of '3.50)
I open 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Sun • Wed
I open 11:00 am to 200 am Thurs. - Sal
I Slices of Pizza Available For Delivery '1.50

(inside only)

440 E. Court

Student Appreciation
Day
Sports Trivia Bowl

OV'I.K SO IMI'OHII.I) lil'.i'.RS • KlIRKIIOS •

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5

1. This Ohio University football coach was o long-time coaching rival ol Bowling Green Coach Doyt Perry.
A. Cleve Bryant B. Bill Hess C. John Pont D. Cllve Rush

From Chicago:

Jimmy Hawkins
• Blues Band
One of Ihe Best Blues
Guitarists in the country

r

n

mow!
R I N T A I

8. Which BG lootball player was not named Mld-Amerlcan Conference Player of the Year?
A. Brian McClure B. Mark Miller C Joe Green D. Phil Vlllaplano

9. The last time Bowling Green played a night game at home, the game was played at the old University Stadium in 1958. Name BG's opponenf.
A. lockbourne Air Force Base B. Kent C. Ohio University D. Marshall
10. BG plays Akron Saturday In the second annual BGSU Student Appreciation Game. Who was Bowling
Green's opponent In last year's Inaugural Student Appreciation game?
A. Ball State B. Ohio University C. Youngstown State D. Miami

Weekend
On Wheels!

Tie Breaker Question: Doyt L. Perry Field Is named after former Falcon football coach and College Football
Hall ol Fame Inductee Doyt I. Perry. What does the "L." In Perry's middle name stand for?
A. Leatherman B. Lloyd C. Leomlnster D. Leonard

$109.75 Full-size
99.75 Mid-size
69.75 Compact

(Mini vans and luxury cars available
(Holiday Specials Available Also1
SNAPPY weekend special
Anytime Friday through 10 a m Monday

I—

4. Former Falcon football players are or were head coaches at all but one of these schools.
A. Arizona State B. Southern California C. Wisconsin D. Wesf Virginia

7. Name the Falcon defensive lineman who was named the Mld-Amerlcan Conference Defensive Player ot
the Week for his play against Central Michigan last Saturday.
A Larry Lambright B. Derrick Carr C Mark Ross D. Steve Wllbourne

Howards is a Designated Driver Participant

Entire Weekend • Unlimited Mileage
Call For Reservations
Toledo
(419) 867-0100
800 - 828 - 0168

3. How many Mld-Amerlcan Conference football championships have the Falcons won over the years?
A. 5 B. 6 C.7 D. 8

6. What was Brian McClure's lersey number at Bowling Green?
A. 8 B. 12 C 14 D. 18

September 28 - 30

ONLY

2. This lormer Falcon pass receiver went on to a professional football career with the New Orleans Saints.
A. Jeff Groth B. Dave Dudley C. Ed Platzer D. BUI Jones

5. In 1921. Carl Bachmon kicked 19 extra points In BG's 151-0 win over Flndlay College. Who was the holder?
A. Doyt Perry B Gus Sklbble C. Warren Steller D. Harry Ockerman

Thursday thru Saturday

CAR

FINAL ROUND FOR OUR FOUR QUALIFYING TEAMS
Weekly winners Zeta Beta Tau, BG Tri-Training Club, Third Floor Chapman,
and Sport Management Club have until 5 p.m. this Friday, Sept. 29, to turn
in their answers to the Sports department of The BG News, 210 West Hall.
Questions provided by Sport* Information.

NO COVER

Your organization
Phone number
Address
Team members
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"At this point the only solid numbers that we have deal with AIDS
Bitients, not with HTV-infectedpersons," Dr. Gordon Green, direcr of the Dallas County Health Department, said.

I
o

Complete line of Custom Pool
Tables, Cue Sticks and Accessories

. Proponent say the survey will shape government spending on
AIDS prevention and treatment.

I Campus |
Polly eyes

The indictment also alleges
a third woman made a similar
charge against Iannone in a

separate Cincinnati incident.
The incidents are said to have
occurred in October 1987 and
February 1988.

Play one hour and receive one hour FREE!

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome is caused by the HIV, or
human immunodeficiency virus. The virus damages the body's immune system and leaves victims susceptible to death from infections and cancer.

■+ The BG News ►
Your one source for
local news and sports!

1988 on allegations that he fed
drug-laced spaghetti to two
women at a Cincinnati apartment and then sexually attacked them while they were
unconscious. He also allegedly
videotaped the women while
they were unconscious.
The indictment charges Iannone with rape, gross sexual
imposition, corrupting another
with drugs and bond default.
He has been at large since he
failed to appear for a hearing
May 31, 1988, in Hamilton
County Common Pleas Court.
Judge Norbert Nadel revoked Iannone's $10,000 bond
and ordered his arrest.

FREE
HOUR OF POOL!

The survey asks one adult in each of the households to take a blood
test for the AIDS virus and answer questions about sexual habits and
drug use. A pilot study was conducted in Pennsylvania's Allegheny
County early this year and 85 percent of the 308 eligible residents approached participated.

If the amended plan is not
challenged it would become law.
Jennifer O'Donnell, a coalition
leader, said she would be willing
to discuss changes in the proposal as long as the changes do
not weaken it.

CINCINNATI (AP) - A fugitive charged with abusing
women after serving them
drug-spiked pasta will continue to resist extradition from
Italy to face charges in Cincinnati, his lawyer says.
Nicola Iannone, 34, was arrested in March in Milan,
Italy, but has been fighting
extradition to the United
States, authorities said.
His lawyer, Martin Pinales
of Cincinnati, said Tuesday he
will travel to Italy on Saturday
to represent Iannone. Pinales
was out of his office Wednesday and unavailable to give details of his plans or Iannone's
status.
Iannone says he is innocent.
A Hamilton County grand
jury indicted Iannone in April

The winner of the Student Appreciation Day Sports Trivia Bowl will be
announced at the Akron-Bowling Green game this Saturday night.

I

BG's Ross makes turnaround

*2M

Nose guard plays best game of the year against Chips
by Andy Woodard
sports writer
Mark Ross played the best game of his
brief career Saturday.
But the Bowling Green nose guard
wouldn't take any credit — all he did was
give it away.
"Everyone executed. All it is is running to
the ball. Everyone played
so well that it was a snowball effect," said Ross,
who made a team-high 15
tackles and recovered a
fumble in the Falcons'
24-20 victory over Central
Michigan.
"My role is to let the
linebackers make the
tackles. But I try to come
off the blocks and scrap for Ross
what I can get."
Ross earned Mid-American Conference
defensive player of the week honors for his
effort.
His biggest play of the Central game was
the fumble recovery, which occurred early
in the fourth quarter with the Chippwas drivCentral tailback Darnell Rush was hit by
inside linebacker Duane Crenshaw at the BG

19. The ball popped free and Ross came up
with it.
"I tried to tell everybody that (outside
linebacker) Keith Pace originally had it.
One of their guys was trying to rip it away
from him and I dove in there and took it from
both of them," Ross said.
That set up BG's 81-yard touchdown drive,
culminating'in a 30-yard pass from quarterback Rich Dackin to wide receiver Reggie
Thornton.
A 6-foot-2, 245-pound sophomore, Ross
started as a redshirt freshman last year. He
was forced into the No. 1 spot when Colby
Latimer and Steve Rick, the top two nose
guards coming out of spring practice, didn't
return to the team.
That left the position wide open and Ross
stepped in, making 52 tackles to finish 10th
on the team.
This season, though, the business major
started slow on the field. Bowling Green
head coach Moe Ankney seemed ready to
make a change at the nose guard position.
"He went from the outhouse to the penthouse in a matter of a week. It wasn't very
long ago that nose guard was one of our
weakest positions," Ankney said. "This
week he made a lot of improvement."
Ankney said Ross avoided the possibility
of losing his job by changing his style of
play.

"He finally decided he was out there to attack the offense instead of letting the offense
attack him," he said. "He's much more aggressive and making a lot more tackles."
Ross is tied for third on the team with 31
total tackles (13 solo and 18 assists).
He helped apply pressure to Chips' quarterback Jeff Bender late in the game Saturday when Central was driving toward a possible winning touchdown. The Falcons held
for their first victory.
"On the goal line, you gotta suck it up.
Everyone is tired, but if one player breaks
down, that creates a seam and the offense
has a chance to score," Ross said.
"There's a whole different attitude on defense this year. The first two games weren't
real blowouts, we just got some bad breaks.
Now we're trying to make things happen.
It's the whole team. Everyone is contributing."
Ross included.
Falcon Notes: Offensive guard Rick
Young had knee surgery Tuesday.... In Friday's edition, it was erroneously reported
that offensive guard Shawn Zimmerman
would have knee surgery.

Cubs excited about playoffs
BGNews/Pa!Mingarelli
Mark Ross eye's the quarterback in a recent practice session. BG's nose
guard was named the Mid-American Conference defensive player of the
week for his 15 tackles against Central Michigan.

Tumblers fundraise
The Bowling Green gymnastics team will hold their first
"Sault-A-Thon", at the Union Oval Friday afternoon from 1-4.
This fundraiser will support the team s trip to Colorado Springs,
Colorado. There, BG will compete at the Air Force Academy in the
Rocky Mountain Open, on Saturday, Dec. 9.
Head coach Dr. Charles Simpson, encourages the students and
faculty to come out and support one of BG's most successful teams.
The tumblers enter the 198&-90 campaign with a 128-65-2 record.
"The team finished in second place last year in Colorado, and we
hope to bring home another trophy this year," the 15-year head
coach said. We have a strong, well-rounded team this year with
high expectations of finishing strong in the conference."
Leading the tumblers will be senior Lisa Hillman, juniors Nikki
Condon, Kim Crawford, Meg Griffin, Kim Eddings, and sophomore
Mary Beth Friel.

MONTREAL (AP) - In a
season tinged with sorrow and
tainted by scandal, finally something fun — the Chicago Cubs
are in the playoffs.
Those lovable losers are winners again. And this time,
there's no controversy about
lights at Wrigley Field to spoil it.
The team that no one, not even
the Cubs themselves, gave a
chance at the start of the year
clinched the National League
East championship Tuesday
night. They beat Montreal 3-2
shortly after second-place St.
Louis lost in Pittsbugh 4-1, and
that cut the magic number from
two to zero.
"When I saw the St. Louis
score, I said to myself, 'At least
I've got a tie, they can't take
that away from me,'" manager
Don Zimmer said. "I've said all
year long that I don't know what
a magic number is and now it
doesnt matter."
The Cubs celebrated in style,
spilling 10 cases of champagne

and drinking some, too. In the
middle, Zimmer and general
manager Jim Frey, classmates
at Western Hills High School in
Cincinnati — the same place
Pete Rose attended —hugged
and shouted.
Frey took a lot of heat when he
hired his longtime friend to
manage for the 1988 season.
Critics called Zimmer a retread
and said it was time to break up
the oloVboy network and look for
someone fresh.
After a 77-85 record last
season and a 9-23 mark in spring
training this year, Frey's
gamble looked bad. But with the
58-year-old Zimmer making aggressive, new moves — who else
issues intentional walks with
runners on first and second, or
puts on the hit-and-run with the
bases loaded? — it all worked
and the Cubs became the first
team to clinch this season.
"I've been with some bad
teams and I've been with some
good teams, fortunately more
good ones than bad," said Frey,

who managed the Cubs to their
last division title in 1984. "But
this is the best win of any team
because no one gave us a chance
to win."
"I would've taken .500 at the
beginning of the year," Frey
said. "But this, who would believe it?"
Well, see it now and believe it
later. The Cubs will open the
playoffs Wednesday night at
Wrigley, most likely against San
Francisco. The Giants, who
have clinched a tie for the NL
West championship, and Chicago split 12 games this season.
This time, no talk of shifting
schedules or sites will interrupt
the Cubs' frolic.
In 1984, with television
networks demanding night

Sames, the Cubs would have lost
le home-field advantage in the
World Series for the same
reason.
In subsequent summers, it
was announced that if the Cubs
won the division, they would
have to play their postseason
games in St. Louis, about 300
miles away, because they had no
lights.
"We'll be at home, and that's
where we belong," Frey said.
Forget trying to get a ticket
for the playoffs or the World Series, if the Cubs make it that far
for the first time since 1945. The
first day the Cubs put 84,000
tickets on sale by telephone lottery, an estimated 27 million
calls blew out Illinois Bell's
lines.

FOR ALL THE CAMRUS INFO
YOU NEED TO KNOW,
GRAB A CORY OF
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Bowl 'n' Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30 - 2
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ALRA

Open 7 Days
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Applications are available from Research Services

TONIGH1
"Best Chest Contest'
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GET IN FREE!!
Every Thursday
18 & Over
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1146 Cleveland Road, Sandusky, Ohio 44870
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Attention
AH Interested Students!
The Latino Student Union will be
holding a meeting on Thursday Sept. 28,
at 7:30 p.m. in the 2nd floor lounge of
the Student Services Building.
All are welcome.
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AURA
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Tarot, Numerology, Palmistry, Astrology

120 McFall Center- or call 372-7714

THURSDAY
College I.D. Night
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conducting research projects

Deadline is Monday, October 9, 1989
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with this coupon

Bowling Green Holiday Inn
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Sunday, October 1
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|» Large selection of Tropical
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the copy center
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j THE PET HOUSE
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4 - 7 only

Matinees are Only
Showtlmes Before 5:30 p.
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I • Small Animal supplies as well

Soup 'n' Salad Bar
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Coupons Accepted

1 45 4:30 7 20 9 40

1 10 4 35. 7:00. 9 10
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I ALL YOU CAN EAT1
I
BBQ RIBS
1
I
RIBS
I

I

RIBS

. . .$4.00

TONIGHT 4:30 — 7:00 p.m.
THE PHEASANT ROOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for these Specials
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dolly
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Browns set to saddle Broncs
Cleveland, Cincinnati prepare for weekend battles
BEREA, 0. (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns may have
horrible memories of the Denver Broncos, but Coach Bud
Carson doesn't.
The last time Carson faced the
Broncos, he was the defensive
coordinator for the New York
Jets.
The Browns, who host Denver
on Sunday, have lost to the
Broncos 11 straight times, including two AFC Championship
games and a 30-7 regular-season
thrashing at Mile High Stadium
last year.
Sunday's meeting will be their
first in Cleveland Stadium since
Denver quarterback John Elway engineered a 98-yard
touchdown drive, often referred
to simply as "The Drive," to tie
the AFC Championship game in
January 1987. The Broncos went
on to win 23-20 in overtime.
"We're well aware of the fact
that we have not beaten the
Broncos," Carson said. "Other
than that, we don't dwell on it.
This is a different year with
different people and different
coaches. I don't put much stock

in what happened yesterday."
Films of previous BrownsBroncos games won't be of
much help to either team, because both changed defenses
and defensive coordinators this
year.
The Browns, under Carson
and defensive coordinator Dan
Radakovich, have switched
from a 3-4 alignment to a 4-3.
and the linemen line up in gaps
in the offensive line rather than
play the offensive linemen head
on. The Broncos, under defensive coordinator Wade Phillips,
have greatly reduced the number of defensive fronts they use.
In both cases, the changes
have helped. The Browns have
forced 13 turnovers and the
Broncos 14.
"They look like they've put it
together real well," Carson said.
"I expect to see a lot of Buddy
Ryan s defenses, considering
where their coordinator came
from (Philadelphia). But I'm
seeing more of what he did back
with New Orleans when he coached for his dad (Bum Phillips)."

Cincy may get
basketball team
CINCINNATI (AP) — A Lexington, Ky., developer who is
considering whether to try and bring a National Basketball Association team to Cincinnati or neighboring northern Kentucky
says he will watch the results of an upcoming exhibition game.
The Boston Celtics play the Utah Jazz in an NBA exhibition
Oct. 27 in Cincinnati's Riverfront Coliseum, which has been
mentioned as the possible home site if an NBA team were
brought to the city.
"I'd like to see a sellout or close to one," Lexington developer
Dudley Webb said in a statement distributed by backers of the
proposed Cincinnati franchise. With two top clubs like Boston
and Utah, anything less than a sellout would be disappointing.
A sellout would go a long way with our decision process."
Cincinnati has not had an NBA team since the old Cincinnati
Royals left in 1972. The franchise relocated to Kansas City,
Mo., and has since shifted to Sacramento, Calif.

□ D D

The Cincinnati Bengals are
finding that some defensive
trickery is a good thing.
The Bengals have for some
time used a 3-4 defensive alignment, with three linemen and
four linebackers. But the team
has more recently begun using a
four-man front in some situations bv replacing an outside
linebacker with a lineman.
"It's almost demanded today
because offensive football is so
complex," Bengals defensive
line coach Chuck Studley said.
He said the Bengals used a
four-man front about half the
time in defeating Cleveland
21-14 on Monday night. The
same was true in the Bengals'
41-10 defeat of Pittsburgh on
Sept. 17.
"It gives them a different
look," Bengals defensive end
Jim Skow said. "It mostly adds
to the confusion."
"It creates an atmosphere for
mistake because there could be

failure to recognize. Any time
you force the offense into doing
more things, we think it's to our
advantage," Studley said.
Against the Steelers, Cincinnati often used four linemen in
an effort to contain Pittsburgh's
running game. The Steelers
gained just 86 rushing yards on
25 attempts.
"We think teams have a tendency to run away from the
fourth down lineman, who's
functioning as a linebacker,"
Studley said. "So there's some
predictability to how they will
attack the defense."
The Bengals used the multiple
fronts against Cleveland to try
and combat the Browns' short
Kissing game as well as stifle
e rushing attack. Cleveland
finished with 92 yards on 21 carries, but had just 7 rushing yards
going into the fourth quarter.
After three games, the Bengals rank No. 5 in the NFL in total
defense.
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BG ruggers clip
Fighting Irish
by Steve Easlon
sports writer

The Bowling Green rugby
team, in an attempt to regain
its winning form, did just that
in a 24-18 triumph over Notre
Dame in South Bend, Ind.,
Sunday.
The ruggers jumped on the
Fighting Irish early as they
exploded to a 16-0 first half
lead. Wing Randy Schott tallied two tries, while center
Greg Fasig and wing Bob
Schweizer each added one.
However, Notre Dame
came back to cut it to 16-14,
but the ruggers put it away
when Schott and fullback
Steve Markert scored to give
the ruggers a 24-14 lead.
In winning its game, the 'A'
team evened its record at 3-3.
Head coach Roger Mazzare11a was delighted by the fact
that his team finally performed up to his expectations.
"We finally ran the offense

the way it is supposed to be
run," he said. The plays
came out just like we had
them drawn up on paper."
Back R.T. Naples agreed
with his coach in saying
that,"we are starting to get a
line together that can be our
bread-and-butter."
The happiness that Mazzarella experienced with his
'A' team's triumph was dulled somewhat by the 'B'
team's 14-4 defeat to the
Fighting Irish. Scott Beaverson's try was the lone score
for the ruggers.
As a result of losing, the B'
team suffered its' first loss of
the season. Mazzarella said
an explanation for this is he
juggled his lineups by moving
players
between the 'A' and
!
B' team.
The Falcons open up the
Ohio Conference season on
Saturday as they host Miami
University at 1 p.m.

Saberhagen wants Cy Young
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — For
the third straight year, Oakland's Dave Stewart will be a
20-game winner and could fail to
win the American League Cy
Young Award.
The reason: Bret's brilliance.
Bret Saberhagen of the Kansas City Royals strengthened his
bid as the AL's top pitcher with a
six-hit, 4-0 victory over the California Angels Tuesday night.
Saberhagen, a 25-year-old
right-hander, has a 22-6 record,
an AL-leading 2.19 earned run
average, a league-leading 12
complete games, 254 1-3 innings
pitched and 179 strikeouts.
Stewart, meanwhile, is 20-9
with a 3.38 ERA, eight complete
games, 252 2-3 innings pitched
and 149 strikeouts.
"Without question, he's the
best pitcher in baseball,"

Royals pitching coach Frank
Funk said of Saberhagen. "Anybody who votes for the Cy Young
and doesn't vote for him shows
real quickly he's not qualified to
be voting.
"He should be a unanimous
winner, if people know the
facts."
The facts are awfully impressive. After starting with a 2-3 record on May 4, Saberhagen is
20-3.
In his last 27 innings, he has
blanked the opposition, allowing
only 11 hits. The shutout streak
is a club record, breaking Roger
Nelson's 1972 mark of 26 2-3 innings.
Stewart endorsed Saberhagen
for the award after the Kansas
City ace had won his 21st game.
"I would vote for Saberhagen,
right now, today," Stewart said.

The Oakland hurler admitted,
however, that the prospect
made him "kind of angry."
"In '87,1 was third best. Last
year, I was fourth best. But I
keep winning games. It's my
time now to be respected for
what I do.
"I'm not second to anybody.
I'm the best pitcher in this
league, and maybe the best in
baseball when it comes to winning games."
"When the voters look at the
stats, they'll decide who was the
best pitcher of 1989," said
Saberhagen, who won the award
in 1985 when, at age 21, he went
20-6 and the Royals won the
World Series. "Of course I would
like to win it again. It says you
are the best in baseball."
In mathematically eliminating the Angels from the AL West

race, Saberhagen walked two
and struck out four. Only once
did he allow a runner to third
base.
That came in the fifth inning,
when Lance Parrish's leadotf
single was followed by Jack
Howell's double, putting runners
on second and third with none
out.
But first baseman George
Brett gloved Kent Anderson's
grounder, stepped on first and
threw to catcher Bob Boone,
who tagged out Parrish for a
double play. Brian Downing
then grounded to short to end the
Angels' only scoring threat.
'lie is something really, really different," Angels manager
Doug Rader said of Saberhagen.
"He was throwing 93 (mph) in
the ninth, with total command of
all three of his pitches."

Time Is Running Out
Today and
tomorrow are it
for

senior portraits
this session!

Don't be left out!
walk-ins accepted 10-noon and 1-4 p.m.

Sittings NOW through this Friday!
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall
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SERVICES OFFERED

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• SIGMA DELTA PI ■
National Spanish Society
Meeting dale has Deen changed to
THURS SEPT 28. 6 30P M 309 MOSELEY
Questions' Call Cathy 372 5620
• • MOVIE ' *
The Miagr o BeanfieM War
121 West Had FREE to a*
Sponsored by Envtfonmental Interest Grouo
tonight
ACM MEETING
Tonight 7 30 m 204 Mosetey
Come hear 0' Ron Lancaster ta» about the
STAR System Get involved m your campus
computer club BGSU programming team candidates must attend
Attention All Students
World Student Association has a position avariable lor itsPubllcity Committee, it interested, the applications are available at Int I Pro
gram OH 403 South Hail
Oeadene (Fn ) Sept 29 by 5PM
Any questions'' Contact Int I Program Ott at
372-2247 or Peggy Pak at 353-1952

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE NOW
CARRIES
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONS AND NATX BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

A TO Z DATA CENTER * 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Tytxng. Resumes. FAX. Copies
Aborton. Morning Alter Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center tor Choice ll
Toledo. OH 255-7769

353-9066
Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Call 354 HOPE
Formlo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services
Typing
$1 35 per page
3540371
TYPIST • College & other typing done al
reasonable rates in quick return 354-9408
after 5pm

PERSONALS
THE BROTHERS OF
PI KAPPA PHI
ARE GIVING A
PUSH!

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE NOW
CARRIES.
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
BARRONS AND NAT'L BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY
IN ADDITION TO
THE USA TODAY

YOU
CAN GIVE A PUSH
FOR THE HANDICAPPED
TOO!!

PI KAPPA PHI PUSH WEEK
IS COMING'
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH WEEK
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH WEEK
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

L AGA
There w* NOT be a LAGA meeting this week

Friday "Happy Hour"
3pm - 9pm
Legal Joint S1.00
Kamlkajl .75
Schnapps.60
Pitchers
AT BRATHAUS

SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
Tickets on sale Wed thru Friday m the Student
Union
^^^^^^^__^^^^^^^

World Student Association is taking volunteers lor its newly lormed Speaker's Bureau
Ini'i students willing to share their cultures with
others. Contact Maila at 352 5984 (8-11PM|
or sign-up at mtl Lounge. 411 South Han Mon
aThurs (2 30-4 30pm)

•DG*DG*DG*DG"DG"DG
Aleiaq McGrady. Congratulations on making
Alpha Gamma Delta Phi Sigma Kappa Queen' ■
DG ' DG ' DG * DG * DG * DG
' Kim Knight *
Congratulations on your engagement to Kevin
Hurst' We wish you happiness m the future.Love. Your Dee Gee Sisters
"*• PI KAP CHRIS '•"
Thanks again lor saving my butt last weekend
Cal or stop over il you're interested in doing the
dinner thing |my house is the one with the big
hole in the Iront door')
Thanks again. Kathy
• ■ • USG ''"
Is Bowling Green Water Really Sate?
Find Out the Facts
October 4. 7 30pm 1007 Bus Ad Bldg

LOST & FOUND

LOST Silver Bracelet
with the word 'Ben" inscribed
REWARD OFFERED
(Hound ca.1372-1184

ARVIN HARRELL
Remember the good times'
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
Love. Michese
Attention artists and creative minds
WBGU-FM is looking lor a new logo and letterhead your ideas may be worth $50.00' Cal
372-2826 For Details
^^^^^^^_
Attention
Al Photo Class Students
The Picture Place
m the Union
Win supply you with al you (tlm and processing
needs Black/white and color
AXOAXO "AMY BLANK- AXOAXO
HAPPY 21ST
HOPE YOUR BIRTHDAY NIOHT IS A GREAT
MEMORY LIKE MINE WAS LAST WEEK!
LOVE. JONI

Frl. A Sit. Sept. 28 t 30
Campus Films a Minority Student Act
88CA. BSU. HBSA, NAACP 4 Bled. Qrfc. Cn.
PRESENT: MISSISSIPPI BURNING
Showing times: 7:10 4 10:00 PM
Also at 12:15 - RISKY BUSINESS shown
Both movies will be In 210 Math SeL
Ad minion - SI. 50

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY
SATURDAY NIGHT 7:301 BG VS. AKRON
Free admission with student ID
PLUS FREE PEPSI AND POPCORN
FREE SOUVENIR T-SHIRT TO FIRST 5000'

Big Karen McDonald
Thanks lor everything during Initiation 1 love my
bigi'LiI'Demse
CONGRATULATION'"
Falcons on a job well done, let s have another
sweel victory this weekend"
DELTA ZETA
Nor (AM* Shades).
Alter today there wrfl be a story told ol one Delta
Zeta becoming blunl and bold For now you are
(twenty-one) We'H have more than enough tun
We'll laugh and party all night long your night on
the town will last until dawn
All my love roomie.
Mary
PS Things are lookin' kind ol Shady"'

Hey Delta Gamma Pledges' Gety psyched lor
an awesome retreat Friday night1 See you
there'
DG" DG* DG" DG' DG
DIMERSAREBACKH
Thure 7-9 PM
Join your friends al Slammers
Do you have soul?
Welt, so do we' Come lo DRY DOCK tn* Saturday tor Funk/Soul Night Our DJs wil rock you
lo the beat ot your favorite funk tunes Don)
rmss il1 Open every Saturday and the second
and fourth Fndays ot each month from 9- 1am
in Marshman Quad No cover no ID

Emerging Leaders Workshop
Who:interested Greek leaders
When: October 21st
Where: 3rd floor Union
Why: to learn leadership and motivational skills
and have lun
•registration forms available in 425 Student
Services, due October 6th

*"USG"'*
Is Bowling Green Water Really Safe?
Find Out The Facts
October 4. 7 30pm 1007 Bus Ad Bldg

FREE LUNCH!

•KKG'ZBT'KKG^ZBT"
Go lor the gold In the Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Zeta Beta Tau Olympiad-It's Sept 30, so
start getting Into shape.
•KKG"ZBT"KKG"ZBT

FREE LUNCH!

FREE LUNCH!

McDonald's at 1470 E Wooeter NOW HIRINGfrtendry people We offer above minimum
wage, bonus program, and hours to fit your
needs Please apply In person
Now accepting appicattons
Students wrth morning avaaabJRy only Apply at
Churchil's Supermarket 1 141 S Main

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi
would Ike to congratulate
Deve "Bedrock" Bednarskl
on being selected as the
AGO football tournament king

Greek Leaders
Peer Mentor Applications Now Available
poer mentors are needed lor the Emerging
Leaders Workshop Oct 21st
•apply by October 6th in 425 Student Services

WANTED
Tutor for Math 120
2 lo 3 days a week
Cal 353-6827 lor more information!

TONIGHT AT BRATHAUS
Legal Joint SI.25
Kamlkazl .75
Pitchers —
All Night Long

WEEBE KIDS Is now hiring lor part-time daycare workers Cal to set up interview
353 7393 or 354-2147

WANTED Interracial couples who would be wiling to be interviewed for a series ki Ihe BG
News Interested parties should call 372-6966
and ask for Shelley

FOR SALE

HABS'
Concert Psyche Up al week
Rowing Stones. Cleveland 1989'
Thank You Tom

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL ENTRIES
DUE
WOMEN'S ■ SEPTEMBER 28 BY
4 QOPM IN ROOM 108 SRC
Johnny & Ryan
SHOWTIME Beta Boys'
But Beware cuz its SNUKIE
4 SCHMITTY on the loose again1
So sound the alarm S let the drinking begin!
KAPPA DELTA
LH' Monica Dabney
Get excited for &g Hunt Tonight'
Your Big loves you'
KD KD Allison KD KD
Get psyched (or big hunt which is tonight
The two ol us together will be out of sight
So lust get ready to have a plethora of lun
For all the good times have )uat begun
. Your Big loves You"
KD KD Lil Deana Gildone KD KD
Good Friends m lite are such a treat our big little
combo Just can't be beat' tonight at the house
you wHI see who your awesome BIG can be KD
KO You* Big Loves U" KD KD
KO KD UT Laura Sandys KD KD
Hey Laura. Tonight's the b*g night and I realty
think you're out ol sight You'll know who I am
after the hunt You're the most awesome kttte I
could ever want.Love. Your 8*g?

KDLII' Brooke KD
Good Luck during your search tonight, and
know thai your Big? is watching you I can't wait
for you to K»n our family I love my little1
KD UT Heather Marsh Kd
Tonights the night thai you will see Just *ho
your awesome big wW be. So get excited to become a part ol a great KD family and al our
hearts A plethora of KD love.
AOT. Your Ekg?!?
KD LORI DOKTOfi KD
Thanx for being such
agrealB-FER"
Love and AOT.
Heather
KKG'ZBVKKG'ZBT'
Go for the gold In the Keppa Kappa Gamma
and Zjts Beta Tau Greek Olymplad-rTs Sept
30, so start getting Into shape!
•KKG"ZBT"KKG"ZBT
KKKG"ZBT"KKG"ZBT
Go for the gold In the Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Zeta Beta Tau Greek Olymplad-rTs Sept
30. So start getting In shape!
KKG'ZBT'KKG'ZBT
LAURA GIROD
Your're the greatest
I wouldn't know what to do without you!
Love. Your Best Fnend'Roommate

1978 olds Cutlass Automatic Good Engine
353-8074 Cal After noon $795 00 080

WBGU - FM BB. 1
T-SHIRTS
$8 00 al Medha tier

1980 Chevy Mama Very sharp w/ 383 Cu In
430 H P Chevy Motor. Cragars Sunroof.
Stereo. $2800 Cal 353-4397

OOPS.
Congratulations Terri Single on your Beta Theta
Pi lavaliering to Tim Golmg
Love. Your Chi Omega S-slers M

1981 Dodge Omni in excellent condition New
clutch 4 brakes 90.000 miles $1,000 Must
sel' Cal 354-3146 after 6pm
1981 Plymouth TC3
Automatic 4 In good condition

Moty S Crakj.
Congrats on your Alpha Phi-Phi Oelt lavaliermg
You guys are awesome"
Love ya both. Little

352-2806
1987 Z24 Cavaler Loaded excellent Condition
call 353 6611 before 5 00 or 353-2890 after
5 00 Ask for Jerry

PHI TAU
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Andy Mlckle
PLEDGE OF THE WEEK

82' Toyata Tercel dlx, 2 dr sdn . 4 cyl. 5 sp .
pb am-fm. rear defog. 89.000 miles, wlfes car.
near mint. $2600 or best otter. 435-2460
Fostoria

POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU 88 1 MONFRI 8-10 P M
POWER 88

APPLE lie with Pnnter. Software end Monitor
$675 00 Call 372 4254
Epiphone 12 string guitar
Ike new ' $175 or trade
353-7868

SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY

For Sale 1985 Ford Escort GT Five speed.
AC. AM'FM cassette $32 Cal 352-0760

SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
Tickets on sale wed thru Friday in the Student
Union

Is It True You Can Buy )eeps lor $44 through
the US Government? Get the facts today' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794

SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
SIGMA NU PRESI0ENT FOR A DAY
SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY

KD Lil Marcie KD
Tonight you will finaty find out what your big is
al about. Together weH have lots ot fun As big
and lime were number one'Love.
Your Big

DREW - BEAR
ILOVE you. baby (bunches and bunches
even)'! And "I go crazy when I'm without
you' Love Always. Your Sweetness

DISH PERSON
No nights, no weekends 11:00am-2 oopm
Tuesday through Friday Good working conditions Apply BG Country Club 923 Fakvlew.
BG.OH
__

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi
would Ike to congratulate
Tom Cosier on being selected
Sigma Chi Brother of the Month
for his significant efforts made
in the community house painting protect

GOQ0 DANCER!!
Great for any kind of party
Sensual entertainment but respectable
For more Information call 353*9036

HAPPY 20th Meggan (1 day late)
Watch out Boys-she wants her dream men
AGAIN
Love, your drunken roommates.
Christy and Lisa

Market DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS
On Your Campus
Flexible hours
Earn as much as $10 hr
ONLY 10 positions available
Cal 1 800-950 8472. ext 23

Slammers Happy Hours
Frt-Saf 5-9
Great Specials

Get Reedy to Go
Get Ready to Drink
Cuz' the Snukie 4 Schmrtty are ready
for a VICTORY!

Good Luck this weekend at Regionals Lets
make all that hard practice pay oft with a
nationals trip to Georgia

0G * DG • DG * OG " DG

PSYCHIC FAIR. OCT. 1ST
Bowling Green Holiday Inn
11 am -6pm $5 00 psychic readings
Tarot Palmistry. Runes, and More
Exerting merchandise Into 1-627-8022

Womens Health Clime
Student Hearth Service
ConlKJenhal, Current Caring
Annual Exams & Pap Smears
Menstrual Problems. Contraception.
Sexually Transmitted Diseases.
Pregnancy Testing
372-2271 For Appointment

Alpha Xi' Jul* Miller * Alpha Xi
Congratulations lor being elected to represent
District 2 lor USG' Were so proud ol you*
Love. Your sisters

SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
SIGMA NU PRESIDENT FOR A DAY
SIQMA NU PRESIDNE T FOR A DAY

AOTTS
Love their Pledgee

BQSU WATER SKI TEAM

Every Friday at Noon. ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS Soup and Sandwich Lunch. Donation
UCF CENTER corner ol Thurst*' and Ridge
This Friday Ricardo Frazer G S S President
will discuss the spiritual roots ol Reggae music

Women lor Women
General meeting Sept 28. at 7PM. Alumni
Room. 3rd II Un«on Presentation by Dawn
McCaghy. Women and Popular MUSK: For
more mto please contact Women lor Women,
372-2281

A phi A RICK WATTERS A phi A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Hey R*ck. (b k a Rick the Stick Ricky)
I know you thought I torgot about your birthday
We'll as you see I didn't I hope you have a nice
one"
Your Friend.
She!

LESUE
THE ULTIMATE IN EXOTIC DANCE
FRATERNITY BACHELOR BIRTHDAY
DIVORCE PARTNERS

BGSU CLUB HOCKEY MEETING
8:30 PM Thursday Sept 28 at Ice Arena.
Anyone interested in playing must attend. It
not able to attend, call 353-3484-ask for Mike.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
STUDENT GROUP
Everyone Welcome' Meet in 102 Home Ec
from 12 00 to 1 00
^__

1 a and over every night I
Slammers Bar 18 and over Dance Party
Mon-Thurs $2 and Fri & Sat $3
Over 21 Free1

LASERPRINT WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. Reports. Thesis. Resumes s
$1 25/PAGE CALL353 5170

Attention Social Work Majors
Fun. Friendship. Bramstormmg Food
Social Work Majors come and participate in our
Ratreat Saturday Sept 30th 2 00-6 00pm
Sponsored by SOSW

COMMUNITY OPEN SHARE Th.s Friday ■
g 8 30p m UCF CENTER, comer ol Thurstin
and Ridge Music Poetry. Discussions Philosophy Video Slides Movement.
Whatever
you wish to share.

•KKG'ZBT'KKG'ZBT"
Go lor the gold in the Kappa Kappa Gamma and
Zeta Beta Tau Olympiad it's Sept 30. to start
getting in shape I
•KKG'ZBT'KKG'ZBT

Used eleclnc guitar with case. Les Paul imitation, in good shape $200 00 or beet offer Cal
Scott 354-8419

FOR RENT

WANTED

2 bedroom unfurnished apartment available
now
Village Green Apartments
Call
354-3533

1 (own room) or 2 non-smoking, quiet female(S)
to sublease spring semester One block from
campus DeannaorMelssa-353-7531
1 female roommate needed to share 2 bedroom
apt. with 3 females fall and/or spring semester
Close to campus
Call 354-4855 or
353-6030

2 Bedroom Apt
Free Gas Heat. Water and Sewer
Furnished or Unfurnished
Available now'
Newtove Rentals 352-5620
328 S Mam

1 male non-smoking roommate needed for
spring sem 90 Call 354-3199
1 nonsmoking male roommate needed to share
2 bdrm apartment on 121 State St no. B5
Only 125/month plus electric A half block
from campus
1 or 2 Male, nonsmoking roommates needed
to share very nice 2 bdrm apartment Call Todd

354-8502

,

December graduate seeking a female roommate to take my place lor Spring Semester
Fum apl 4 laundry Call 354-5833
Help! I'm graduating in December and need a
female rmt. to take my place lor Spring semester Fum apt 15-10 min from campus Air
cond .laundry. 4 pool Cal 3545355.
I need to rent a garage lo store a car spring
semester Must be very close to campus For
more miormation. cal kirn at 372-3909 after
5 00pr

Found 1959 Women's Glenwood High School
rmg CasParn 372 7698
Lost 89 Westtake High Class Ring Silver
w'kghtgreen stone PleasecaH372-5621

Little Amy Slatt,
You are a great Chi-0 pledge
I could not have asked for
A better little and friend
Love You, Maureen

FREE SOUVENIR T-SHIRT TO
FIRST 5000 BOSU STUDENTS!
Saturday. 7 30 PM Perry Field
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY'
FREE ADMISSION. PEPSI. POPCORN

Apt for rent Spring Semester Very close to
campus 1 room efficiency for more mfo Cal
Chris 3544067
Needy new large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 baths, unfum
apt Stove, retng 4 dishwasher Included Available now starting at $410/month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260
Winthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
applications lor our efficiency apartments for
the current and spring semesters leases Three
greet locations, heal included, maintenance,
laundry, etc Cal at 352-9135 or come to 400
Napoleon Rd.

HELP WANTED

FREE LUNCH!
•KKG*ZBT'KKG-ZBT"
Go for the gold In the Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Zela Beta Tau Greek Olympiad-Its Sept
30. so start getting In shape.
•KKG*ZBT*KKG*ZBT'

3 efficiency apts. Reasonable Pay own unities Call 354-1808

One or more students lo distribute, selling MEDi-CARDI D on campus Good commtsKjn
Write Lauren Speed Glaub Washburn. lUinois
61570

Winthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
applications for second semester leases 1 4 2
bedroom apts Also, some efficiency apts avaii Three great locations, heat Included, maintenance, laundry, etc Cal 352-9135 or come
to 400 Napoleon Rd

wj/»»>jm>M>»JmmfMMMM»/MMMM)A

Professional
Resume Preparation

RESUME
WORLD
"Where

Your

World Begins'

419-229-6832
Lima

419-424-9793
Flndlay

*\\ \ MM

\ FREE GIFT JUST
FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700.00 IN

ONLY TEN
DAYS!!!
Student groups,
fraternities and
sororities needed for
marketing project on
campus. For details
plus a FREE GIFT,
group officers call
1 -800-950-8472, ext. 20

WHAT IS CPR?
|CPR, or cardiopulmonary resuscita
ion. is an emergency lilesaving tec
Inique used by one or two people tc
artificially maintain another person's
breathing and heartbeat in the evei
ihe functions suddenly stop CPR
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing
and chest compressions to keep
oxygen-rich blood flowing to the
/ictim's brain until an emergency
service with advanced life support is)
available Contact your local American Heart Association for more
nformation.

by Fred Wright

Welcome to the Real World
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We've Come A
L-o-n-a Way . . .
From a simple typesetting shop, we've grown to a fully
integrated graphic arts service, meeting your every design
and production need For high quality, on-campus service,
give us a call. Well stretch our talents to meet your needs

211 W.st Hall

31

UniGraphics

372-7418

